Modern approaches to Science are being changed by the need to extract knowledge from the large amount of data produced by Web and mobile applications, and by scientific and industrial experiments [1]. These so called "big data" are characterised by large volume and high production rate, heterogeneous complexity and representations, and unreliability of their content, whilst their purpose and longevity are dependent on the possibility to combine and process them within models and processes. In the last decade, novel and interdisciplinary paradigms have been proposed to face the challenges of big data collection and processing, and to promote collaborative Science. Among these paradigms, the Open Science (OS) provides technological and methodological requirements to ensure longevity of both data and processes, based on the three "R"s of the scientific method: Reproducibility, Repeatability, and Re-usability [2]. Key elements of OS are collaborative systems for data processing and the open publication of processes and results. E-Infrastructures (eIs) are computer science systems that follow the OS paradigm. An eI is a network of hardware and software resources that allow users or scientists residing at remote sites to collaborate and exchange information in a context of data-intensive Science [3]. An eI allows integrating processes from several domains, transforming them into services, and connecting data from several sources to make them available to groups of scientists working together. To this aim, an eI usually includes (i) distributed storage and parallel/distributed processing systems, (ii) secure multi-policy data access and harmonisation services, (iii) data and models integration services and related catalogues, and (iv) data sharing and social networking facilities. The effectiveness of eIs is correlated with the representation of data and processes though standards, the interoperability between data-access, processing, and sharing services, and the tracking of experimental input, output, and parameters (provenance).

In this presentation, I will show examples of eI-based OS experiments in Marine Science that are compliant with the EU Blue Growth strategy. The aim is to explain how big data produced by hydrodynamic and environmental models and vessels monitoring systems can be combined with big data of marine species observations, through Artificial Intelligence models developed in other domains (e.g. material science and telecommunications), with the aim to produce new knowledge. For example, this combination allows to predict invasions of marine areas by dangerous species and to assess species habitat suitability in ocean areas [5, 4]. Projections of environmental parameters in time under different greenhouse gases emissions - calculated by several data providers - can be combined together to understand the response of marine areas to climate change and its consequences on fisheries, biodiversity, and food provisioning [6, 7]. Vessel data and annual catch statistics can feed complex machine learning and signal processing models to assess fisheries stocks status [10], predict future exploitation locations [9, 8], and advise policy makers to prevent disasters in the fisheries industry [11]. All these OS experiments are exactly repeatable through Web services and Web interfaces and thus allow for third-party validation, which enhances their reliability. Further, they can be applied to other similar cases (reproducibility), and all data and processes are represented through Open Geospatial Consortium standards and are reusable in other experiments. Thanks to these properties, several of them have been adopted by policy makers and currently have concrete impact on society [12, 13].
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